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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true about the working of system privileges in a multitenant control database (CDB) that has
pluggable databases (PDBs)? (Choose three.) 

A. System privileges apply only to the PDB in which they are used. 

B. Local users cannot use local system privileges on the schema of a common user. 

C. The granter of system privileges must possess the set container privilege. 

D. Common users connected to a PDB can exercise privileges across other PDBs. 

E. System privileges with the with grant option container all clause must be granted to a common user before the
common user can grant privileges to other users. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

A, Not D: In a CDB, PUBLIC is a common role. In a PDB, privileges granted locally to PUBLIC enable all local and
common users to exercise these privileges in this PDB only. 

C: A user can only perform common operations on a common role, for example, granting privileges 

commonly to the role, when the following criteria are met: 

The user is a common user whose current container is root. 

The user has the SET CONTAINER privilege granted commonly, which means that the privilege applies in all
containers. 

The user has privilege controlling the ability to perform the specified operation, and this privilege has been granted
commonly Incorrect: 

Note: 

* Every privilege and role granted to Oracle-supplied users and roles is granted commonly except for system privileges
granted to PUBLIC, which are granted locally. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two actions does an incremental checkpoint perform? (Choose two.) 

A. It signals CKPT to write the checkpoint position to the data file headers. 

B. It writes the checkpoint position to the data file headers. 

C. It advances the checkpoint position in the checkpoint queue. 

D. It writes the checkpoint position to the control file. 

Correct Answer: CD 

References: http://www.dba-oracle.com/t_incremental_checkpoint.htm 



 

QUESTION 3

You ran this command on a source database: 

$> expdp hr/hr DIRECTORY=dumpdir DUMPFILE=emp1.dmp VIEWS_AS_TABLES=emp_dept 

On the target database, you run this command: 

$> impdp hr/hr DIRECTORY=dumpdir DUMPFILE=emp1.dmp VIEWS_AS_TABLES=emp_dept 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The expdp operation exports all rows for tables contained in the defining query of the EMP_DEPT view 

B. The impdp operation creates separate tables for each table contained in the defining query of the EMP_DEPT view 

C. The expdp operation exports all rows that are displayed when querying the EMP_DEPT view with no filter 

D. The impdp operation creates EMP_DEPT as a table 

E. The expdp operation exports the table definitions for tables that are queried in the EMP_DEPT view. 

F. The impdp operation creates EMP_DEPT as a view 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine this command: 

SQL> ALTER SYSTEM SET ENABLE_DDL_LOGGING=TRUE; 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. All data definition language (DDL) statements are written to the control file 

B. Some DDL statements are written to an XML file in the ADR home 

C. All DDL statements are logged in to a text file in Automatic Diagnostic Repository (ADR) home 

D. Some data definition language (DDL) statements are written to the control file 

E. Some DDL statements are written to a text file in the ADR home 

F. The Alert Log still contains some DDL statements 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

In your multitenant container database (CDB) containing same pluggable databases (PDBs), you execute the following



commands in the root container: 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The C # # ROLE1 role is created in the root database and all the PDBs. 

B. The C # # ROLE1 role is created only in the root database because the container clause is not used. 

C. Privileges are granted to the C##A_ADMIN user only in the root database. 

D. Privileges are granted to the C##A_ADMIN user in the root database and all PDBs. 

E. The statement for granting a role to a user fails because the CONTAINER clause is not used. 

Correct Answer: AC 

* You can include the CONTAINER clause in several SQL statements, such as the CREATE USER, 

ALTER USER, CREATE ROLE, GRANT, REVOKE, and ALTER SYSTEM statements. 

* * CREATE ROLE with CONTAINER (optional) clause 

/ CONTAINER = ALL 

Creates a common role. 

/ CONTAINER = CURRENT 

Creates a local role in the current PDB. 

 

QUESTION 6

Examine the details of the uncompressed, non-partitioned heap table CITIES. 

Examine the command: 

SQL> ALTER TABLE cities SHRINK SPACE COMPACT; 

What must you do before executing it? 

A. Ensure free space that is approximately equal to the space used by the table should be available. 



B. Ensure there are no pending transactions on the table. 

C. Enable row movement is enabled. 

D. Disable all indexes on the table. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Your database supports a Decision Support System (DSS) workload that involves the execution of complex queries.
Currently, the database is running with peak workload. You want to analyze some of the most resource-intensive
statements cached in the library cache. 

What must you run to receive recommendations on the efficient use of indexes and materialized views to improve query
performance? 

A. Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM) 

B. SQL Tuning Advisor 

C. SQL Access Advisor 

D. SQL Performance Analyzer 

E. Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) report 

Correct Answer: C 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28314/tdpdw_perform.htm#TDPDW00813 

 

QUESTION 8

Examine these parameter settings: 

Now examine this statement: 

ALTER TABLESPACE undotbs1 RETENTION GUARANTEE; 

Tablespace altered. 

Which two are true about undo retention in this configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. Unexpired undo is retained for at least 900 seconds before being deleted to free up space even if other transactions
fail due to lack of space in the UNDO TABLESPACE. 



B. Active undo is retained for at least 900 seconds before being deleted to free up space even if other transactions fail
due to lack of space in the UNDO TABLESPACE. 

C. Undo data is written to flashback logs after 900 seconds. 

D. Expired undo is retained for at least 900 seconds before being deleted to free up space even if other transactions fail
due to lack of space in the UNDO TABLESPACE. 

E. Undo data expires after 900 minutes. 

F. Unexpired undo is retained for 900 seconds, only if free undo space is available. 

Correct Answer: DF 

 

QUESTION 9

One of your databases has archive logging enabled and RMAN backups are taken at regular intervals. 

The data file for the USERS tablespace is corrupt. 

Which command must you execute before starting the recovery of this tablespace? 

A. STARTUP FORCE 

B. ALTER TABLESPACE users OFFLINE IMMEDIATE; 

C. SWITCH DATAFILE ALL; 

D. ALTER TABLESPACE users OFFLINE NORMAL; 

E. ALTER TABLESPACE users OFFLINE TEMPORARY; 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 10

Which component resides in the System Global Area (SGA) of a database instance only in shared server connections? 

A. User Global Area 

B. Program Global Area 

C. SQL Query Result Cache 

D. PL/SQL Function Result Cache 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

You plan to implement the distributed database system in your company. You invoke Database 



Configuration Assistant (DBCA) to create a database on the server. During the installation, DBCA prompts 

you to specify the Global Database Name. 

What must this name be made up of? 

A. It must be made up of a database name and a domain name. 

B. It must be made up of the value in ORACLE_SID and HOSTNAME. 

C. It must be made up of the value that you plan to assign for INSTANCE_NAME and HOSTNAME. 

D. It must be made up of the value that you plan to assign for ORACLE_SID and SERVICE_NAMES. 

Correct Answer: A 

Using the DBCA to Create a Database (continued) 

3. 

Database Identification: Enter the Global Database Name in The form database_name.domain_name, and the system
identifier (SID). The SID defaults lo the database name and uniquely identifies the instance associated with the
database. 

4. 

Management Options: Use this page to set up your database so that it can be managed with Oracle Enterprise
Manager. Select the default: "Configure the Database with Enterprise Manager." Optionally, this page allows you to
configure alert notifications and daily disk backup area settings. 

Note: Yon must configure the listener before you can configure Enterprise Manager (as shown earlier). 

 

QUESTION 12

The persistent configuration settings for RMAN have default for all parameters. 

Identify four RMAN commands that produce a multi-section backup. 

A. BACKUP TABLESPACE SYSTEM SECTION SIZE 100M; 

B. BACKUP AS COPY TABLESPACE SYSTEM SECTION SIZE 100M; 

C. BACKUP ARCHIVELOG ALL SECTION SIZE 25M; 

D. BACKUP TABLESPACE "TEMP" SECTION SIZE 10M; 

E. BACKUP TABLESPACE "UNDO" INCLUDE CURRENT CONTROLFILE SECTION SIZE 100M; 

F. BACKUP SPFILE SECTION SIZE 1M; 

G. BACKUP INCREMENTAL LEVEL 0 TABLESPACE SYSAUX SECTION SIZE 100M; 

Correct Answer: ABEG 
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